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Healthcare Supply Chain
EDI Health Check
Improving Operational Efficiencies with EDI

How ROI Can Help

EDI continues to prove its value by lowering costs and
improving
accuracy
and
business
efficiency.
Exchanging documents electronically
improve transaction speed and visibility while
decreasing the amount of money spent on manual
processes. But for all of its power, EDI is underutilized
across many healthcare organizations. Why is this?

ROI’s Supply Chain experts can help diagnose where
your EDI capabilities may not be delivering the
efficiency and cost savings available.

 EDI is prone to problems having downstream
impact on several other areas of operations
including Purchasing, Inventory, and Accounts
Payable.
 EDI, when not operating correctly, can cause PO’s
to not get transmitted, invoices to not get
interfaced, and it takes significant buyer’s and
accounts payable staff’s time to reconcile.
 EDI can be a major contributor to Received Not
Invoiced (RNI) problems as invoices can be
transmitted by the vendor but not matched into
the Infor Lawson system due to setup issues.
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We’ll quickly assess your Infor Lawson EDI setup
tables and provide a summary report inclusive of
identification of errors, volume and type, and a
ranking to help you prioritize areas of improvement
including recommendations for ED40 clean-up.
Get Started with this Complimentary EDI Health
Check Today
By providing ROI output from key Infor Lawson EDI
tables as well as a copy of your GPO report, we’ll run
this information through our custom tools and
produce a detailed summary and recommendations
report.
Next, we’ll establish a call to review the information
with your key stakeholders, discussing both your
short and long term goals and help you choose the
most cost-effective way of meeting those goals.
The result of the ROI Assessment is a summary
report
with
prioritized
opportunities
for
improvement. Whether you are upgrading EDI,
trying to resolve complex errors, or just need a little
training or support, we’ve done it and are eager to
share what we’ve learned.
ROI does not charge for this health check which
includes the analysis and output and there is no
further obligation!
To schedule your free
assessment, simply e-mail us at info@roihs.com

